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The given report aims to expose some of the investigation and methodological questions through 

the design of the Congress Center for Lisbon at ‘Parque Eduardo VII’. As a starting point, it was 

understood, through an analysis on the park, the full constraints of the program and design of the 

congress center. Not only the investigation driven trough studying the urban parks as well some of 

the congress buildings from the history of architecture. 

  Through the park’s history and all its elements it was understood that each constructive 

addition cut the projected dialogues between the present elements – such as the ‘Estufa Fria’ 

gardens, the belvedere, the green corridor – the process of democratic and atypical construction 

of private and exclusive equipments  (gyms and restaurants) backlashed, creating a sense of 

abandonment.

 So it was identified the two main problems and how they would be solved: salacity due to the 

inconsequential thinking of creating an exclusive program in the center of the city; the pending 

land that represents a great obstacle to the natural and social living of the park. 

 The first problem leads to the question of institution as a misused value – when it was created 

it represented the dictatorship as a central living – now the park simply lacks this value, that is 

why the park is an spiral state of degradation. Some of the identified problems came from the 

freedom and institution values – once the institution no longer exists, freedom will be replaced 

with salacity, explaining the park’s state of degradation. 

 The project has the goal to reestablish a free and institutional character to the park; in which 

case the ‘Parque Eduardo VII’ and the Congress Center would become one. The new idea of 

park which is to bring homonymous pavilion constructions that allow horizontal spaces not as 

constructed but as topographical achievements. 

 In the proposal two elements are combined to make the best living from the green corridor 

as the park’s primal atmosphere. The first element is a pavilion that during the planting process 

it reshapes landscape so that it will have a horizontal grass courtyard with more permeability 

to the park and to the city. The second element is the Congress Center as an intervention that 

brings institution to the program. The Congress Center recuperates the idea of a function site that 

controls the park using a degraded building: ‘Pavilhão Carlos Lopes’. 

 Further analysis, the first question arrived: what to do with ‘Pavilhão Carlos Lopes’? The 

answer for this fundamental question engaged the understanding of what the pavilion actually 

meant to the park: a statue. Then the second question argues that: If ‘Pavilhão Carlos Lopes is, in 

fact, a statue, how can we regain the architectonic and functional character, so that the corruption 

of urban memory is no longer necessary?

 As a statue, it was intended to do an artistic critical analysis to the pavilion’s sate of the art. 

Using Clement Greenberg’s definition of avant-garde and kitsch; the pavilion was considered a 

kitsch building, as it no longer provided artistic techniques and thinking that would break his 

own time paradigm. ‘Pavilhão Carlos Lopes’, by the year it was built, was never a state of the art 

in Portugal, as it was filled with formal elements and techniques that were considered old. So the 

idea of maintaining it intact was not a mere question of exercising an attitude of conservation and 

recovery but to transform it into a question of value. In fact the main purpose would be to regain 

the institutional value, and to achieve it, the pavilion needed to be cherished.   
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 The ‘Pavilhão Carlos Lopes’ had to be considered an historic monument – regarding Alois 

Riegl theories – this pavilion is an emblematic set of spaces where some of the 20th century events 

occurred, making something to preserve as an entity. It was established to create the idea of a 

monument so that memory and purpose wouldn’t be lost.

The pavilion suffered several programmatic changes through the century – turning it into a sports 

ring – but the continuous growth of the sports industry made the use of the pavilion obsolete.

So for a restoration process, spatial and iconic values needed to be regain, so that the building’s 

primary function – the exhibition function - would be delivered once again.

 Settling the program regarding the restoration procedure of ‘Pavilhão Carlos Lopes’ had in 

sight the monumentalization process, as well as the use of other pavilion structures to contain the 

Congress Center main spaces. 

 The Congress Center program would be divided into three entities and their correspondent 

spaces: the entrance and the entry courtyards; the conferences area; and the exhibition and 

reunion spaces.

These spaces at a ground level are merged into a single plan, that allows the fluency and continuity 

of space despite its functional order. As a single plan that allowed the spaces to dialogue with each 

other, it appeared a need for controlling the serving spaces in order of the served spaces. So it was 

defined a scheme - as spatial hierarchy – that allowed the types of space to relate with each other.

 The existing realities were a programmatic and main spaces that gave a purpose to the 

intervention and a central institutional park. They could not have direct relation, their immediacy 

would destroy  the intervention. The planting on the site was the first answer – following the 

Athens’s Acropolis – it contained the land and gave space to approach the main spaces; with the 

containment procedure, the new pavilions would be given along with new types of space in the 

pending park. With the creation of horizontal levels the new pavilions would create an holistic 

sense of institution and monumentality. 

 Following through the pavilion - from the outside to the inside – arrived the need for a first 

interior space that related to the main space and maintained the park atmosphere. As a result 

this first space would be a ringed atrium that surrounded the main space. For functional and 

pragmatical reasons there would be a wall separating it from the main space, and within that 

wall the serving spaces appeared. The wall is now a facade of an interior building, and allows 

the existence of irrefutable vertical relations. This wall would be the container of the main 

programmatic space as the pavilion itself contained the wall.

 The entrance would relate to the street and to the park using a same leveling condition 

allowing a more permeable situation to the park. Using the subway facilities a new entry would 

be created, deriving the entry plaza to be tilted making a direct relation with the underground 

constructions. For the project to be completed a main connection to the city’s infrastructure would 

be needed; a visitor could accede to the park instantly and without a topographical barrier.    

 For the Congress Center’s main spaces, it was defined the three elemental functions: 

auditorium, reunion and exhibition. All of them come from the same human condition – reunion 

– but for typological reasons they must be separated in two, as one derives from a monologue 

relation and the other two derive from dialogue relation.
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For that reason the possibility to reunite and expose where one same property of space, as the 

auditorium would be separated. The exhibition and reunion space would allow a perfect adequacy 

to the users as well as their events – through a curtain and acoustical panels system – this allowed 

to proportionate freedom of use. The proposal reflected that same question, two pavilions that 

contained within the capacity of free reunion – independently of the number of people – without 

ever losing the sensation of being in the park.
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5 : Desenho Construtivo do Espaço de Exposições e Reuniões.


